SALSA VALLEY
hotpaper

What is salsa valley?
Salsa Valley is a unique place in Mexico, but only in a parallel Universe. Where the
residents are vegetables from Mexican hot sauce "Salsa", famous meme-tokens and
more...with its own meme-token $SALSA.
SALSA Token is the most energy-efficient coin of Salsa Valley - to confirm the
transaction you need to eat only a couple of spoons of this Hot Salsa Sauce.

Why salsa valley?
Salsa Valley is the cryptoplatform which unite together crypto enthusiasts, lovers of hot
salsa sauce, meme-fans, 2D animators, gamers and those who just love to joke and laugh.
This is the project with a huge ecosystem of products and with its own real-world usage
SALSA token.
Salsa Valley is a community-driven DeFi project built on Binance Smart Chain.

salsa valley mission
NFT and meme-tokens are gaining more and more popularity every day! And there are
dozens projects appeared everyday which are just copying each other.
We are the first to show the realities of the cryptoworld through the prism of the
animated series, and we want to popularize salsa sauce in the world.
And as an innovator we want to show that meme-tokens are not only useful for
speculators, but $SALSA token can be possible to use in the real-world genuine use cases,
unlike other thousands meme-tokens.

focus area
- We produced an animated series about CryptoValley (like Silicon Valley). The main
characters are the leaders of the cryptoworld - for ex., Elon Musk and Changpeng Zhao.
- We created a blog with meme-news about the cryptoworld.
- Releasing a board game based on our animated series, which will be available for
purchase on Amazon
- The release of an NFT game based on the series
- Integration with major animation studios, such as Pixar, Disney, etc. for the creation and
production of a full-length cartoon
- Partnership with producers of sauces under our own internationally registered trademark
- Partnership with Mexican restaurants - $SALSA payments
- Charity work - Salsa Valley NFTs have already been released & are available for purchase
on the JGN NFT platform. From each sale of NFT there will be donations to Mexican
charities + special Charity Art NFT collection in partnership with Mexican restaurants

Released products
salsa valley stories
season 1 | episode 1
https://youtu.be/kOn5kdQL_1U

salsa valley nft
https://bit.ly/3hCDSJR

benefit features
Three functions occur during each trade: Reflection, LP Acquisition, and Manual Burn.

Automatic Liquidity Pool

RFI Static Rewards

4% of every transaction contributes toward
automatically generating further liquidity on
Pancake Swap. Benefiting long term for
$SALSA holders the most!

2% of every transaction is taken and re
distributed to all $SALSA holders. The burn
address is also a holder thus each
transaction helps deflate the supply.

benefit features
Three functions occur during each trade: Reflection, LP Acquisition, and Manual Burn.

Anti Dump-Exit Whales

Highly Secured

Transactions (sell/buy/transfer) that trade
more than 0.01% of the total supply will be
rejected. If whales don't want to be taxed 10%
to make transfer (between 2 wallets) >0.01%
of the total supply, they can use the
Disruptive Transfer feature: they will be
charged for 2 BNB without being taxed 10%.

We have burned all the Liquidity Pool tokens
(SALSA/BNB LP) and renounced contract
ownership to provide security for the whole
community! The smart contract will be
audited soon.

tokenomics

total supply
1,000,000,000,000,000 $salsa

Early Airdrop Sale (40%)
DEX Liquidity (30%)
CEX Liquidity (5%)
Marketing & Partnerships (5%)
Team (5%)
Ecosystem Fund (5%)
Manual Burn (10%)

manual burn
We will burn 10%.
Having burns controlled by the team and promoted based on achievements helps to keep
the community rewarded and informed.
The conditions of the manual burn and the amounts can be advertised and tracked.
Salsa Token aims to implement a burn strategy that is beneficial and rewarding for those
engaged for the long term.
Furthermore, the total number of $SALSA burned is featured on our readout located on the
website which allows for further transparency in identifying the current circulating
supply at any given point in time.

hotmap
q1 2021

There was an idea to create a project "Salsa Valley";
A roadmap and tokenomics was created;
Scenarios and characters for NFT and the animated series have been worked out.

q2 2021 The main site "Salsa Valley" and personal site "Salsa Token" were created;

Salsa Valley News portal;
YouTube channel "Salsa Valley TV";
NFT series on the NFT platform Juggernaut and social networks accounts have been created;
Salsa Token smart-contract created;
Work is underway to create the first episode of the series;
Whitepaper registered;
Advertising and Airdrop campaigns launched;
Registration of the Salsa Valley trademark.
Expanding the team, the release of the 1st episode of the crypto meme-film about Salsa heroes.

hotmap
q3 2021

Listing on PANCAKE on July 20, 2021. Negotiations with centralized exchanges for listing.
Development of our own board game based on "Salsa Valley", and our own computer game
with the integration of Salsa Token, Listing on well-known exchanges. Board game release at
the end of the quarter.

q4 2021

Launch of a line of sauce under our own trade mark (brand). Release of a computer game. Our
game will be available on PlayMarket and AppleStore. Negotiations with Disney, Pixar about a
joint adaptation of the animated series. Negotiations with Mexican restaurants on the
possibility of paying for Salsa Token. International event for participants in the
cryptoindustry.

2022

Start of production of the Salsa Valley brand sauce in several countries under the franchise
with our registered international trademark.

2023

Release of a full - length blockbuster cartoon about the events in the crypto valley together
with a well-known animation studio

join us
Website: https://salsavalley.com
Token: https://salsatoken.com
Meme-news cryptoportal:
https://news.salsavalley.com

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SalsaValley
https://twitter.com/SalsaToken
Medium: https://medium.com/@salsavalley

Telegram:
Channel: https://t.me/salsavalleyann
Group: https://t.me/salsavalley
Group: https://t.me/salsatoken

BUY! HODL! EARN! FUN!

YouTube Salsa Valley TV:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcEvF
nYH0Ya71dkS0g3n2ww

DISCLAIMER
The issuer of this Whitepaper is Salsa Valley. It is recommended that this "Disclaimer" section is read
with caution. By accessing this document or any part thereof, you acknowledge, understand, and agree
that:

1

Salsa Valley Tokens do not afford the participant any rights or obligations in SafeTesla protocol;

2

This document does not constitute a guarantee or promise to future prospects, features of the
ecosystem and/or any form of a legally binding agreement between Salsa Valley protocol and the
reader of this document;

3

The redistribution or dissemination of this document, or any part or section thereof, is prohibited
without the permission of Salsa Valley;

4

Salsa Valley and/or its affiliates are not liable for any losses of any kind arising from the reliance
of this document;

5

Information in this document does not constitute legal, financial, business or tax advice.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the reader to seek advice from their own financial, legal, or tax
professional consultant(s) before acting on the information presented in this document;

